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Using microﬂuidic channels for in vivo experiments in biology reduces the dimen-
sions of an experiment to a cellular scale. This increases precision in the spa-
tiotemporal control of chemical signals applied to a cell membrane which is crucial
in quantifying resulting changes in the conformation and distribution of membrane
and intracellular proteins.
We have designed microﬂuidic experiments to study chemotaxis in the amoeba
Dictyostelium discoideum. In a natural environment, these cells use chemical sig-
naling to begin starvation-induced aggregation. Cells generate a complex pattern
of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) that drives their migration toward
a self-organized central point. To better determine which aspects of a gradient
trigger a chemotactic response, we used several microﬂuidic channels in which lo-
cal cAMP concentration can be precisely manipulated by controlling ﬂow through
the device. We also used high-precision photolysis of molecularly caged cAMP
to generate dynamic gradients that could be controlled on subsecond timescales.
This led to observation of a number of diﬀerent cellular mechanisms for turning in
a changing gradient and established the necessity for statistical measurements of
turning behavior under diﬀerent conditions. This process was initiated with col-
lection of data from four diﬀerent stages in cell development that quantiﬁed how
the tendency to maintain polarization increases with development time.Biographical Sketch
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Introduction
Since this work has alternated between microﬂuidic design and biological exper-
imentation, I will divide my discussions of underlying theory and experimental
details between them, beginning with the biological questions that necessitated
technical innovation.
1.1 Introduction to Dictyostelium
In the traditional hierarchy of living matter, cells are the tiny building blocks
that form high level structures like tissues and organ systems, but calling cells
structural components suggests a static construction that is nothing like the hec-
tic environment of a living organism where cells perform intricate sequences of
directed movement, adhesion and diﬀerentiation. Alternately, we could consider
cells as the independently functioning entities and tissues and organs as systems
that emerge from their coordinated behavior. While it might seem like a regres-
sion to reduce something as coherently organized as a human body to patterns of
collective behavior in its mindless microscopic parts, this perspective seems more
12
natural when considering microorganisms in which the line between cell and system
never became quite so distinct.
The social amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum is a fascinating example of an
organism in which it is diﬃcult to say whether the “entity” is a single cell or the
structure created by coordinated aggregation of a whole population of cells. Dicty
is a an amoeba commonly found growing in soil. A typical cell is about 10 µm
in diameter. Fig. 1.1 shows several cells in their vegetative state. In this form,
Dicty cells appear to function independently, but when their food supply becomes
depleted, some 105 cells act collectively to form a coherent plant-like structure
that gives the population a chance at long-term survival. Once the population has
reached this ﬁnal stage of development, it has become a macroscopic, multicellular
organism, but at every point along the way, we can make sense of the group
dynamics by investigating the behavior of individual cells.
The question of whether to approach biological systems as autonomous entities
or as emergent patterns of cellular activity has practical, as well as philosophical
implications. Consider, for example, a biosystem like cancer. If we focus only
on the coherent structure of a fully developed tumor, we would be overlooking
the underlying aberrant cellular behavior that culminated in the formation of this
structure. In this case, shifting our perspective to deﬁne cancer as an interaction
between a population of pathogenically mutated cells and a population of healthy
cells attempting to maintain their normal function might lead to more compre-
hensive treatments for the disease. For example, we could look at the interaction
between healthy endothelial cells that follow chemical cues directing them to cre-
ate new capillaries and the tumor cells that hijack this system to facilitate their
growth and, by disrupting it, limit the tumor’s size [5, 6].3
Figure 1.1: Typical Dicty cells grown axenically in a nutrient solution, imaged
with brightﬁeld microscopy. An average cell is about 10 µm in diameter.4
If we take this approach to biology, the ﬁrst step to understanding any system
is to investigate interactions between its cells. One of the most fundamental of
these is chemotaxis, the ability of a cell to move up a chemical gradient. This
interaction makes long-range signaling between cells possible and is an underlying
process in tumor vascularization and metastisis [7, 8] as well as benign biological
processes like the ﬂux of neutrophils toward a wound [3]. Conveniently, is also
drives the aggregation response in Dicty, and the amoebae use signaling pathways
that appear to be well-conserved in mammalian chemotactic cells, so it serves as
a model organism in addition to presenting its own intriguing mysteries.
Since chemotaxis is complicated in its own right, a thorough modeling of its
underlying intracellular dynamics necessitates further restricting our focus to sub-
processes, and this dissertation deals primarily with the precursor to chemotactic
movement of a cell - the initial determination of which way to go and the ensuing
polarization of signaling and structural proteins in the cell body. To put these
events in context, though, it is important to review the full developmental process.
1.1.1 Multicellular Development of Dictyostelium
When Dicty cells have an abundant supply of food, they function like typical
single-celled organisms, multiplying through cell division to the carrying capacity
of their environment. The onset of starvation triggers an elaborate series of events
that includes chemical signalling, pattern formation, aggregation, collective migra-
tion and cell diﬀerentiation - a whirlwind of the processes that make multicellular
organisms so interesting [1]. The series of images in Fig. 1.2 shows snapshots from
this cycle, but watching a time-lapse movie is the best way to fully appreciate how
surprising it is to see these cells transition from a uniform, vegetative monolayer5
to a complex three dimensional structure. This and any other image sequence can
be viewed in movie format in the online version of this thesis.
After four hours without food, cells begin to develop transmembrane receptors
for a common signaling molecule called cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)[9,
28]. Cells also begin to produce cAMP internally and release pulses which diﬀuse
outward and stimulate neighboring cells. A cell responds to extracellular cAMP
by moving toward the source and then releasing its own pulse of cAMP, eﬀectively
amplifying the signal from the original cell. This pulsing is repeated in a six
minute cycle. In a monolayer of cells, this response creates expanding target and
spiral patterns of cAMP reminiscent of those seen in other excitable media like the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [10].
After an initial period of decaying small-scale structures, a stable spiral gen-
erally forms and cells within the spiral pattern aggregate toward its center. At
this point in development, cells begin to secrete adhesion proteins, so proximate
cells stick together. This creates the ﬁrst large-scale features in the population -
the long stream-like arms that radiate from the center of aggregation. After the
cells comprising these arms all move toward the center, they make a structure
called a mound. Once in the mound, the cells often continue to move so that the
whole mound rotates coherently. [12] At this stage, cells begin to diﬀerentiate into
pre-stalk and pre-spore types,[13] and pre-stalk cells begin to coalesce and form a
raised tip in the center of the mound. The mound elongates from a ﬂat disk to a
cylinder ∼ 1 mm long and takes on a slug-like form that can move in a coordinated
way as a multi-cellular organism would.
Eventually, slugs reach a state of culmination in which motility stops, and
cells fully diﬀerentiate into reproductive spore cells and structural stalk cells in a6
Figure 1.2: Stages in development from vegetative single cells to fruiting body.
These brightﬁeld images are of a wild-type strain of Dicty (AX4) grown to mono-
layer density on a petri dish. HL-5 is replaced with development buﬀer at 0 hrs
and cells progress through the stages of spiral-wave signaling patterns and stream-
ing (4 - 6 hrs,) mound formation (6 - 12 hrs,) slug formation (12 - 16 hrs,) and
ﬁnally fruiting body formation (16 - 24+ hrs.) The image of spiral waves at 4 -
6 hours is created by subtracting neighboring images in a time-lapse sequence of
development. Albert Bae made this image using data collected by Duane Loh.7
4:1 ratio [14]. The latter form a thin stalk that serves to lift the rest of the cells
above the ground to facilitate their eventual dispersion. These remaining cells have
sporulated and are prepared to survive a long period without food after they have
scattered from the fruiting body. Fig. 1.3 shows a close view of these diﬀerentiated
cells.
The transition from a vegetative state to chemotaxis-driven aggregation takes
between ﬁve and six hours, so experiments can be repeated with a new population
of cells on a daily basis. Since the pathways that drive chemotaxis in Dicty are
well-conserved in other eukaryote cells [16], the amoebae are a convenient stand-in
for neutrophils or endothelial cells which are harder to maintain in culture, but
crucial to growth and disease processes in humans. I have also found that the
relative ease of working with Dicty makes it an ideal cell to use in the development
of new microﬂuidic technology which could later be applied to more fragile cells.
A ﬁnal practical advantage is the well-organized community of over 600 re-
searchers who work with Dicty. The website dictybase.org provides access to the
recently sequenced genome [15] and maintains a library of both plasmids and ge-
netically modiﬁed cell lines that are provided freely to any lab.
1.1.2 Biochemistry of Chemotaxis
From the outside of a Dicty cell, chemotactic movement looks fairly simple. After
10 or 20 seconds in a gradient, a cell begins to extend pseudopods in the uphill
direction. These psudopods adhere to the substrate, elongating the body of the
cell. Then the back of the cell contracts to pull the whole cell forward toward the
pseudopod. Note that this mechanism is diﬀerent from that of bacterial chemo-
taxis. Bacteria switch between a well coordinated counter-clockwise rotation of8
Figure 1.3: The fruiting body elevates the sporulated cells on a tall stalk for better
dispersion. In the main image (a) the membrane around the spores has been
ruptured and individual spore cells are visible. The magniﬁed images of spore (b)
and stalk cells (c) show the visible distinction between the cells after diﬀerentiation.
All images were made using brightﬁeld microscopy of wild-type cells developed on
a petri dish.9
their ﬂagella that propels them along a straight path and uncoordinated clockwise
rotation of the ﬂagella that causes them to tumble. The resulting motion is a
classic random walk. In a chemical gradient, the phase of coordinated rotation of
ﬂagella is extended when a cell is moving along a path of increasing concentration
which introduces a bias to the walk and results in net motion toward the source
of the chemoattractant [23]. This is essentially a temporal sampling scheme for
chemotaxis. While eukaryote chemotaxis may have a temporal component, cells
also have the distinguishing ability to sense the direction of a gradient before they
begin to move [33].
If we examine the interior of a cell, we ﬁnd that the initiation of directed
movement depends on an intricate series of interactions between the extracellular
chemical environment, membrane receptors and intracellular proteins. Most of this
knowledge was established using gene knockout techniques and ﬂuorescent protein
labeling to identify the function of diﬀerent elements in this signaling pathway.
Typically, a knockout strain is used to show that the missing gene is crucial for
some stage of chemotaxis, while labeling makes it possible to image movement of
a protein in vivo.
The original ﬂuorescent tag, GFP (green ﬂuorescent protein,) was ﬁrst cloned
from the DNA of Aequorea victoria, [18] a bioluminescent jellyﬁsh. The protein is
excited by blue light, with absorption maxima at 395 nm and 475 nm, and has a
single emission peak at 508 nm. Its sequence can be expressed along with the gene
of interest so that the related protein has a GFP segment attached at either the C
or N terminal [17]. There are also similar proteins that have been altered to emit
diﬀerent wavelengths of light, so it is possible to have a strain with two proteins
labeled in diﬀerent colors. These altered proteins can be inserted into either a wild10
type cell (one with no other genetic alterations) or a knockout strain. The naming
convention for these engineered cell lines is “labeled protein : ﬂuorescent label in
knockout gene null.” For example, a cell with a red ﬂuorescent protein label on
CRAC in a cell line where native CRAC has been knocked out would be called
CRAC:RFP in CRAC null. If the gene is inserted in a wild type cell, the particular
wild type strain is speciﬁed by name.
While it is obviously good news that these advances in genome manipulation
have led to a good understanding of many of the elements in the signaling pathway,
the bad news is that most of the players either have cumbersome proper names
or cryptic nicknames. To simplify things, I will only use short names in the text,
but preface the description with a reference list of the key elements and a brief
description of their function and relationship to other molecules.
• 7TM receptor (7 transmembrane receptor): this is a general class of pro-
teins found in the membrane of a cell. They have a serpentine shape and
penetrate the membrane in seven places. They serve as binding sites for
molecules that cannot cross the cell membrane themselves. This binding of-
ten causes a conformational change of the interior portion of the receptor,
eﬀectively transmitting information about the chemical environment across
the cell membrane.
• cAMP (3’-5’-cyclic adenosine monophosphate): chemoattractant for Dicty,
used in cell signaling for aggregation. cAMP is also a common second mes-
senger in mammalian signaling pathways
• cAR1 (cyclic AMP receptor 1): one of four homologous membrane receptors
for cAMP in Dicty.11
• CRAC (cytosolic regulator of adenylyl cyclase): a protein in Dicty associ-
ated with the activation of adenyly cyclase, one of the steps in the production
of cAMP for relaying signals during cell aggregation. CRAC, and any of the
other PH domain proteins, also serve as markers for membrane activity in
response to external stimulus.
• G protein (guanine nucleotide binding protein): a class of proteins com-
posed of three subunits, α, β and γ, often coupled to a membrane receptor.
G proteins can initiate signaling cascades by dissociation of the α subunit
from the βγ complex.
• Ras: A large family of proteins often involved in signaling pathways. Ras
can be in either an activated or inactivated state. In Dicty, Ras is activated
during the process of directional sensing and leads to the phosphorylation of
PIP2 to create PIP3
• PI3K (phosphoinositide 3-kinase): an enzyme that can phosphorylate one
of the phosphoinositides
• PIP3 (phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate): one of the phosphory-
lated states of a small membrane-bound molecule called a phosphoinositide.
This phosphorylated state serves as a binding site for a class of cytosolic
proteins.
• PH domain (pleckstrin homology domain: a functional protein domain, ﬁrst
observed in the protein pleckstrin, comprised of ∼100 amino acid residues
that is found in a variety of proteins that interact with the cell membrane.
[34]12
• PTEN(phosphatase and tensin homolog): a protein that collects at the sides
and back of a cell during chemotaxis and suppresses psuedopod formation in
those regions. [35]
Exposing a cell to a gradient of cAMP triggers a signaling cascade that trans-
forms the cell from a symmetric shape with uniformly distributed cytosolic proteins
to an elongated body with a front edge that is distingushed from the back by ele-
vated levels of particular signaling and structural proteins [21, 33]. Fig. 1.4 shows
the visible diﬀerence between these two states. Typically, the front of the cell is
oriented toward higher concentrations of cAMP and the term can be used inter-
changeably to refer to either of these characteristics. However, since many of my
experiments involve changing the direction of cAMP gradients, I reserve the terms
“front” and “back” to refer to sides of the cell distinguished by the distribution of
particular intracellular proteins. To designate orientation in a gradient, I will use
the terms “uphill” or “downhill.”
The process of directional sensing begins when cAMP binds to a 7TM receptor
called cAR1. It is important to note that cAR1 distribution remains uniform over
the membrane even when the cell is exposed to a gradient [28], so the eventual
polarization of the cell is restricted to translocation of internal proteins. cAR1
is linked to a heterotrimeric G-protein complex, and when it binds a molecule
of cAMP, it triggers the dissociation of the α subunit of the G-protein. The
free Gβγ subunit plays a role in establishing direction, but it remains distributed
around the membrane and does not accumulate at the leading edge of the cell [25].
The ﬁrst response restricted to the uphill side of the cell is the activation of Ras
which happens within 3-6 seconds [29]. Ras then activates PI3K which results
in an accumulation of PIP3, the product of PI3K [19]. PIP3 is a membrane-13
Figure 1.4: a) After polarization in a cAMP gradient, cell shape changes dra-
matically. These elongated cells have been developed by by cAMP pulsing for 5
hours and then exposed to a cAMP gradient. b) For comparison, these are typical
vegetative cells. Both pictures are brightﬁeld microscope images of AX2 cells.14
bound lipid and serves as a binding site for any of the PH domain proteins. The
PH domain is a common feature and several of these proteins present in Dicty
have been shown to be involved in chemotaxis, including CRAC, PKB and phdA
[27, 26]. As PH-domain proteins near the membrane bind to these sites, local
depletion and resulting diﬀusion leads to their assymetric distribution. One of
these PH-domain proteins is CRAC which later plays a role in the production of
the intracellular cAMP that the cell excretes to perpetuate aggregation. CRAC
also serves as a good indicator of early membrane activity in response to cAMP
since it translocates to the membrane within 6 seconds after stimulus [21]. Fig. 1.5
shows several Dicty cells (from the wf38 strain provided to our working group by the
Janetopoulos laboratory) with GFP-tagged CRAC proteins exposed to a sudden
uniform increase of cAMP. The resulting uniform translocation of CRAC:GFP to
the cell membrane is visible as a bright ring around the perimeter of the cell. After
10 - 20 seconds, a cell adapts to this higher global cAMP concentration, and CRAC
is no longer concentrated at the membrane. Fig. 1.6 shows how CRAC:GFP moves
to the uphill side of the cell when the cAMP stimulus is applied to only one side
of the cell. The two cells in the image are beginning to form pseudopods in the
region of the membrane where CRAC:GFP is concentrated. These well established
responses of adaptation to global cAMP stimulus and internal ampliﬁcation of an
extracellular gradient are currently a focus in theoretical modeling eﬀorts.
This ﬁrst phase of assymetry in the cell appears to adapt readily in response
to a changing gradient [19], so when the uphill direction of the gradient reverses,
the back of the cell becomes the front. After spending some time in a gradient,
though, the structure of the cell changes in a more permanent way. F-actin collects
in the front of the cell and polymerizes to form pseudopods. PTEN, which removes15
Figure 1.5: Dicty cells labeled with CRAC:GFP respond to a sudden uniform
increase of extracellular cAMP. (a) shows cells before stimulus, and (b) is the re-
sponse captured 7 seconds after stimulus. Cells were developed by pulsing for 4
hours, plated on a glass bottom petri dish and immobilized with 0.5 µM latrun-
culin A (an actin polymerization inhibitor.) Cells are imaged with epiﬂuorescence
microscopy.16
Figure 1.6: CRAC:GFP cells exposed to a gradient of cAMP (mixed with ﬂuores-
cein to show visibly the higher concentration of cAMP on the right side in this
ﬂuorescent image.) Note the translocation of CRAC to the uphill side of each cell
and the beginning of pseudopod formation. Cells were developed for 5 hours with
cAMP pulsing before exposure to the gradient.17
Figure 1.7: Summary of protein asymmetry in a polarized cell. The cell is polarized
in the direction of the gradient, so the front of the cell at the bottom of the image.
PI3Ks becomes concentrated around the sides and back of the cell and supresses
pseudopod formation in these regions [35]. Myosin also tends to stay at the back
and sides of the cell and is involved in pulling the back of the cell along to follow
the front [16]. Fig. 1.7 summarizes the concentration of internal proteins in a
polarized cell.
In some cases, this asymmetry is maintained in spite of a change in the gradient.
Instead of reorienting protein distributions when a gradient switches direction, a
cell will keep its polarization and make a full U-turn [31]. Why and when the cell
does this is an open question that we address in the experiments described in 4.2.2.18
1.1.3 Possible Mechanisms of Directional Sensing and Po-
larization
Identifying all of the proteins involved in the signaling pathway is one part of
understanding chemotaxis, but another important step is to distill this knowledge
into an abstract model of the cell that captures the essential dynamics of the
process. There are currently several plausible models to explain directional sensing
in Dicty.
Postma and Haastert [30] focus on explaining the ampliﬁcation mechanism that
allows cells to sense shallow chemoattractant gradients. They suggest that polar-
ization of the cell depends on a second messenger that conveys information about
the occupancy of cAR1 receptors in the membrane throughout the cell. This mes-
senger molecule would be produced on the interior side of the membrane when
a molecule of cAMP binds to a receptor. They point out that a second messen-
ger molecule that diﬀuses slowly relative to its degradation rate will best preserve
spatial information, indicating that a membrane-bound molecule is a better candi-
date than a small cytosolic molecule that would quickly diﬀuse to a near-uniform
concentration through the cell. They also believe that a feedback mechanism is
necessary to explain ampliﬁcation. They propose that a membrane-bound sec-
ond messenger could also serve as a binding site for a cytosolic protein that acts
as an enzyme for producing more of the messenger molecules. This introduces a
nonlinear ampliﬁcation of the external gradient.
A second possible model addresses both ampliﬁcation and adaptation with
a single mechanism. It was ﬁrst suggested by Parent and Devreotes [33] and
postulates that the binding of cAMP to receptors triggers a fast-acting excitation
response that is concentrated around areas of high receptor occupancy followed by19
a slow-acting and uniform inhibitory response. Thus, if a cell is exposed to a global
increase in cAMP, the initial excitation is also uniform and is eventually overcome
by the inhibitory response with the net result being a transient activation of the
entire membrane. In the case of a gradient stimulus, the excitation response is
concentrated toward the leading edge of the cell, so while the inhibitory response
eventually overrides any activation at the back side, excitation beats out inhibition
in the front. This sustained excitation would then trigger the expected downstream
events such as actin polymerization and pseudopod formation. This model was
pursued quantitatively and linked to known biochemistry by Levchenko and Iglesias
[36] and is often referred to as LEGI which stands for “Local Excitation, Global
Inhibition.”
One of the goals of this thesis was to design and execute experiments that would
quantify both cAMP stimulus of cells and the resulting response. Precise infor-
mation about how intracellular protein concentrations correlate to applied cAMP
concentration can guide the modeling eﬀort and help to distinguish performance
of competing plausible models.
1.1.4 Overview of Previous Chemotaxis Experiments
While directed migration of leukocytes was described as early as 1888, experimental
methods for invoking a chemotactic response were not developed until 1962 [37].
The ﬁrst approach, introduced by Stephen Boyden, [38] was to place cells on a
ﬁlter with holes too small for them to passively slip through. This ﬁlter was then
placed in contact with a possible chemoattractant, resulting in a diﬀusion-driven
gradient through the ﬁlter in the direction of the source. If a signiﬁcant number
of cells moved through the ﬁlter, it conﬁrmed that the substance in question was,20
indeed, a chemoattractant for that cell type.
Observing migration in progress in a controlled experiment was made possible
with the introduction of the Zigmond chamber [39] (named after Sally Zigmond.)
This device consisted of two 4 mm wide wells separated by a 1 mm wide wall.
Cells were plated onto a glass coverslip that was placed over the device, bridging
the two wells so that some cells ended up on top of the dividing wall. Then the
two wells were ﬁlled with diﬀerent concentrations of chemoattractant, establishing
a gradient across the dividing wall. Cells could be imaged through the coverglass
as they migrated toward the higher concentration.
The most commonly used contemporary method for investigating the response
of single cells was introduced in 1981 [40]. A chemoattractant is introduced near the
cell membrane via a micron-scale glass pipette tip (micropipette). The steepness
of the gradient generated by this source can be controlled by varying the distance
between the pipette and the cell, but its shape and time-evolution are governed by
the diﬀusion equation.
The micropipette method is an excellent assay for testing the eﬀect of gene
knockouts on chemotaxis and motility or determining whether a particular GFP-
tagged protein moves toward the front of the cell in response to cAMP stimulus. It
falls short, though, if we are interested in high precision temporal measurements of
these responses. Many of the early steps in the chemotaxis signaling pathway have
already happened by the time a micropipette gradient stabilizes. Recently, this
problem has been addressed using photolysis of a caged cAMP solution to create
a point source of cAMP [24]. This method of immersing cells in caged cAMP and
using a circular UV beam for uncaging gives a reproducible, nearly instantaneous
stimulus.21
Another disadvantage of micropipette gradients is that they slowly raise the
ambient concentration of cAMP over the course of the experiment. A second un-
controlled source of cAMP is the cells themselves. This prevents investigation
of a cell’s adaptation to a stable gradient and makes it diﬃcult to quantify the
concentration proﬁle experienced by the cell. The ideal assay for experiments in-
vestigating short time-scale dynamics would create a gradient where direction and
magnitude could be changed instantaneously with the gradient remaining stable
and well-quantiﬁed at all times.
To further probe the dynamics of proteins involved in chemotaxis, experiments
must generate stimuli that can be controlled on the same time scale as the in-
tracellular response. Also, since a cell responds to its environment via membrane
bound receptors, it is essential to characterize the immediate chemical environment
of a cell rather than assuming that a macroscopic gradient is preserved at cellu-
lar length scales. Together, these requirements suggest an approach in which the
chemoattractant is delivered directly to points of interest on the cell membrane.
Microﬂuidic technology is an excellent tool for designing this type of experiment.
1.2 Microﬂuidics for Biology
Microﬂuidics is the study and design of ﬂuid ﬂows in which the characteristic length
is typically less than 100 µm. These ﬂows have no turbulent mixing since at these
small dimensions the Reynolds number
Re =
uL
ν
(1.1)
remains within the laminar regime. (u is the mean ﬂuid velocity, L is the charac-
teristic length and ν is the kinematic ﬂuid viscosity.) The technology for producing22
these type of ﬂows emerged in the 1990s and has been widely developed and applied
to problems in biochemistry such as the detection of pathogens or interactions of
biomolcules [44]. Microﬂuidic devices also prove to be a natural ﬁt to in vivo bi-
ology. They are sterile, disposable and can be made to have features on the same
length scale as cells. They can also be manufactured using standard microscope
cover slip glass so that cells can be imaged exactly as they would be in other as-
says. The guarantee of laminar ﬂow makes it easy to predict how quickly diﬀerent
species of ﬂuids will mix. A gradient perpendicular to the ﬂow can be created
simply by bringing together two streams of diﬀerent concentrations into a single
channel where they mix diﬀusively.
Well-deﬁned gradients can be had with a little ingenuity. One of the ﬁrst
methods for creating stable linear gradients begins with two streams at diﬀerent
concentration that split and rejoin in a growing pyramid of channels to create
a large number of streams with stepwise increasing concentrations. When these
streams merge in a ﬁnal 500 µm wide channel at the end of the device, diﬀusion
smoothes the steps into a linear concentration gradient perpendicular to the direc-
tion of ﬂow [43]. Experiments with neutrophils in these channels demonstrate the
advantages of using microﬂuidic methods to apply chemical gradients to chemo-
tactic cells [41]. The gradients generated in these devices are better deﬁned and
controlled than point source gradients. The concentration proﬁle also stabilizes
more quickly than in macroscopic ﬂow chambers.
Colleagues in my laboratory showed that this channel design can also be used
to study chemotaxis of Dictyostelium [45]. By exposing cells to a series of precisely
deﬁned increasing gradients, they were able to establish the threshold of steepness
necessary for chemotaxis.23
Most of the channels designed as part of this thesis aim to control the chemical
environment of a cell on even shorter length scales with the basic goal being to
expose subcellular regions to cAMP stimulus.Chapter 2
Microﬂuidic Designs for Single
Cell Stimulus
Each of the designs presented here is based on the premise that a researcher wants
to expose all or part of a single cell to a concentration proﬁle of a chemical in
solution. The original intent was to test a theoretical prediction of the response of
a cell to a bilateral cAMP stimulus [46], but the process of solving that particular
problem led to a set of versatile designs that can be easily adapted to new experi-
ments. The following are examples of three diﬀerent methods for stimulating cells
and observing their responses.
2.1 Cell Trapping
One approach is to design a channel where the stimulus arrives at a well deﬁned
point and then constrain the cell to this spot. I refer to this method as cell trapping.
A typical cell trap design consists of two channels divided by a 10 µm wide barrier.
A series of holes in this wall serves as a trapping region for cells. Fig. 2.1 shows
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a schematic drawing of the design. Using multiple traps allows us to examine the
statistical variation between cell responses in a single experiment. We introduce
cells into these traps through one of the side channels. Driving the ﬂuid in this
channel faster than the other creates a cross ﬂow through the traps that drags the
cells into position. Fig. 2.2 shows this cell loading in progress. Cells are ﬂowing
in from the right channel, and the cell circled in red is immoblized and ready for
experimentation. After traps are ﬁlled, we can stimulate either side of the cell by
ﬂowing chemoattractant through the appropriate channel. Fig. 2.3 shows a test
of this method in which a single pulse of cAMP was delivered to the cell via the
lower channel. The cell, a CRAC:GFP mutant, responds as expected by showing a
translocation of CRAC toward the stimulus followed by formation of a pseudopod.
To perform an experiment with bilateral pulses, we could just quickly switch the
active channel. While this might be achieved by careful control of the introduction
of chemoattractant into the device, making an alteration in the basic design gives a
more robust method for generating the time delayed double pulse. In this version,
the two channels of the device originate from a single source, bifurcate, and then
rejoin at the trapping region. As shown in Fig. 2.4, one channel has a jog that
makes the path to the cell longer. Thus, a pulse of chemoattractant released
upstream from this jog reaches the other side of the cells ﬁrst. The duration of
this delay is controlled by changing the average ﬂuid velocity through the channel.
Rather than switching from buﬀer to cAMP at the inlet, we use a caged cAMP
to make a well-deﬁned pulse that originates just before the path length diﬀerence.
The caged cAMP ﬂows into the device from the inlet and does not bind to cell
receptors until it is activated by a pulse of UV light. Generating this block of
uncaged cAMP close to the cell minimizes the blurring and dilution of the stimulus26
Figure 2.1: The cell trap channel mechanically immobilizes a cell between two
parallel streams of ﬂuid. In this drawing, the cell is stimulated by cAMP from the
right channel. Fig. 2.2 shows a close-up of the trapping region in an actual device.27
Figure 2.2: Cells enter the device shown in Fig. 2.1 and become trapped in the
hole in the central wall where they are then exposed to cAMP that ﬂows through
the side channels. Side channels are 30 µm wide. The trapped cell (circled in red)
has been highlighted for visibility.28
Figure 2.3: A cell contained in a trap between two channels shows the expected
response of CRAC:GFP localization to the membrane followed by pseudopod for-
mation when stimulated by an inﬂux of cAMP through the bottom channel. In
this early test of the method, we injected 100 nM cAMP mixed with ﬂuorescein
(for imaging the arrival of the stimulus) into the lower channel while maintaining
a ﬂow of buﬀer in the upper channel. The cell was developed using the pulsing
method for 5 hours.29
caused by Taylor dispersion. Fig. 2.5 shows a test of this method using DMNB-
caged ﬂuorescein to demonstrate how pulses will ﬂow past the trapping region.
Using this technique, we were able to generate pulses with a range of time delay
between 0.5 s and 5 s. The resolution of the time delay is limited by Taylor
dispersion. Fig. 2.6 is a time series plot of the intensity proﬁle that would be
experienced by a trapped cell. The ﬁgure shows the time evolution of ﬂuorescence
intensity along a cross-section through the channel from the image sequence shown
in Fig. 2.5. This plot shows the 0.5 s duration of the time-delay as well as the
eﬀect of Taylor dispersion on the plug of uncaged ﬂuorescein.
Fig. 2.7 shows a cell exposed to time-delayed bilateral stimulus as the initial
pulse peaks in the lower channel. The cAMP is mixed with ﬂuorescein to image its
concentration proﬁle in the channel. This image also demonstrates the diﬃculty
of using this method. Keeping the pressure diﬀerence across the cell trap small
enough that it does not dislodge the cell from the well centered between the two
channels requires delicate control. When the cell moves to one side or the other of
the trapping region, the stimulus is no longer symmetric. Another diﬃculty speciﬁc
to Dicty was that developed cells begin to form extracellular adhesion proteins.
Often, a clump of several cells stuck together and clogged a trap preventing proper
ﬂuid ﬂow in the device.
2.2 Flow-controlled Stimulus
A second type of design uses the laminar quality of microﬂuidic ﬂow to control the
spatiotemporal cAMP stimulus. This method makes use of a standard microﬂuidic
technique to position a stream of cAMP near a cell. As shown in Fig. 2.8, three
streams of ﬂuid come together into a common channel such that the ﬂuid velocity30
Figure 2.4: In this device designed to create right and left cAMP pulses, separated
by a short time delay, a stream of caged (inactivated) cAMP is photolysed before
splitting into two channels, one of which is slightly longer. The channels rejoin
upstream of a cell trapped in the center of the channel so that the time-delayed
pulses of activated cAMP pass it on either side.31
Figure 2.5: The sequence of images shows the generation of a right/left stimulus in
the cell trap channel design from Fig. 2.4. The ﬂuid ﬂowing through the channel
is a solution of 10 µM DMNB-caged ﬂuorescein, so photolysis with a ﬂash of UV
light makes it visible in a ﬂuorescent microscope.32
Figure 2.6: This image summarizes the sequence shown in Fig. 2.5 by plotting
the ﬂuorescent intensity along a cross section drawn through a cell-trapping region
of the channel. Each row of pixels represents one image from the sequence, and
images were taken every 0.1 seconds. The left pulse arrives at the trapping region
0.5 s after the right pulse. The curved arrival proﬁle is due to Taylor dispersion.33
Figure 2.7: A pulse of cAMP is delivered to a single trapped cell via the lower
channel. Ideally, the cell should be situated symmetrically between the channel
and block all ﬂow across the trap.34
in the outer channels can be used to control the width and position of the middle
channel. To apply this principle to the time delay stimulus problem, we can ﬂow
cAMP in the middle channel and use buﬀer in the outer channels to squeeze it
into a thin stream. Then, by simultaneously increasing ﬂuid velocity in the left
channel while decreasing it in the right channel, we can bring cAMP across a
cell from left to right. Fig.2.9 shows an image sequence of this process. In this
experiment, I was using the predecessor to the syringe pump shown in Fig. 3.2. It
had two programmable frequency generators for controlling the motors that pushed
syringes forward, forcing ﬂuid through the channel. By coupling the ﬂow in the
middle channel to both of these motors, I maintained a steady ﬂow in the middle
stream while changing ﬂow speeds in the side channels to generate the left-to-right
sweep sequence.
Alternately, if we were to ﬂow cAMP in the outer channel and use buﬀer in the
middle channel, we could initially keep the cell in the stream of buﬀer and then
increase ﬂow rate of either of the outer channels to expose that side of the cell to
cAMP. Fig. 2.10 shows images from this type of experiment. Note that the cell
responds to the approaching stream of cAMP with translocation of CRAC:GFP
toward the stimulus. In this case, ﬂuid ﬂow was controlled by the syringe pump
system from Fig. 3.2.
2.3 Flow Photolysis
An alternative to the method of ﬁxing a cell in a speciﬁed point is to let cells
settle randomly in a stream of caged cAMP and then use high-precision uncaging
to adapt the point of stimulus accordingly. I call this approach “ﬂow photolysis,”
and it proved to be an easily executed experiment that could be adapted to make35
Figure 2.8: Schematic of a three inlet channel for exposing a cell to a sweeping
stream of cAMP. To cause the middle stream to sweep from left to right in the
main channel, we would initially have v3 > v1 and then switch to v1 > v3 while
keeping v3 + v1 constant. Ideally, v2 should also be constant throughout.36
Figure 2.9: A stream of dye sweeps from the left side of the channel to the right
in this image sequence. Flow in each of the outer channels is driven by a single
motor. To move the middle stream to the right, ﬂow speed increases in the left
channel as it decreases in the right, but the total ﬂux through the channel is held
constant. The middle channel is coupled equally to both motors, so the width of
the stream of dye is also constant throughout the sequence.37
Figure 2.10: A stream of cAMP (marked with ﬂuorescein) sweeps from the right
side of the ﬁeld of view toward a CRAP:GFP labeled cell. Note that as the cAMP
approaches, the CRAC becomes concentrated at the front of the cell. Time lapse
between images is 1 s. The cell was developed with cAMP pulsing for 5 hours
before the experiment. Images were made using ﬂuorescence microscopy.38
arbitrary spatiotemporal gradients.
The simplest demonstration of this method is to make a micro-stream of a
chemical that can be switched on or oﬀ and moved in relation to a cell. The
essential elements of the system are a straight microﬂuid channel and a beam of
UV light. In practice, we implemented this in both a standard inverted ﬂuorescent
and a confocal microscope. Methods for producing and controlling diﬀerent types
of UV beams are explained in detail in 3.2. After introducing cells into the channel
and establishing a laminar ﬂow of a caged compound in the channel, we turn on
the UV spot. Now the ﬂuid that passes through the spot is photolysed, creating a
stream of activated chemical downstream, as shown in Fig. 2.11. In this case, we
use caged ﬂuorescein to visualze the UV activation. The easiest way to stimulate a
cell is to leave the UV spot ﬁxed and move the stage of the microscope to position
the cell. A motorized stage adds the possibility of accurate and repeatable exposure
to the chemical stream.
While this method creates a step-like increase in cAMP concentration, it is often
important to use a well-deﬁned gradient for an experiment. A simple approach is
to take advantage of the linear relationship between UV exposure and photolysis
in caged compounds. This property is currently used in experiments in which the
level of an activated compound is incrementally increased with short bursts of UV
light.
To create a linear gradient, we need only to change the shape of the UV illumi-
nation from a circle to a triangle. Now, an element of ﬂuid that passes under the
point of the triangle is only brieﬂy exposed to UV light while an element transvers-
ing the long edge is thoroughly saturated. Fig. 2.13 shows how an isosceles triangle
of UV illumination creates a symmetric gradient with maximum concentration at39
Figure 2.11: Photoactivation of a stream of DMNB-caged ﬂuorescein imaged with
an inverted ﬂuorescence microscope. Fluid ﬂows from top to bottom. The width
of the UV spot is 25 µm. See Fig. 2.12 for a quantitative measure of the uncaging
proﬁle.
the center.
By substituting a ﬁlter wheel for a static single ﬁlter, it is easy to switch
between an arbitrary number of diﬀerent gradients. Fig. 2.15 shows a gradient
that switches direction several times but maintains the same steepness. The time
delay between diﬀerent gradients is limited by the ﬂuid velocity in the channel,
but typical experimental conditions give sub-second delays.
Using a photo-activated chemical for stimulus introduces an element of un-
certainty in the exact concentration of the chemical delivered to the cell. In ex-40
Figure 2.12: Intensity proﬁle of a cross section of the stream of activated DMNB-
caged ﬂourescein shown in Fig. 2.11. Note the concentration of uncaged ﬂuorescein
increases from minimum to maximum over 4 µm which is less than the width of a
typical cell.41
Figure 2.13: A gradient of uncaged ﬂuorescein created by a triangular UV ﬁlter.
The plot in Fig. 2.14 shows the proﬁle of the gradient along the line drawn in the
image.42
Figure 2.14: Plot of ﬂuorescent intensity along the line drawn in Fig. 2.13. Note
that the gradient is primarily linear and changes signiﬁcantly on cellular length
scales.43
Figure 2.15: A switching gradient of uncaged ﬂuorescein. This image is a montage
of the same line proﬁle taken from a time sequence of images as the gradient
changes direction. Switching time in this experiment was ∼ 1 second.44
periments where the concentration does not need to be known precisely, a good
approximation can be made by releasing the caged compound with light that is
suﬃciently intense to allow the concentration of uncaged molecules to approach the
original concentration of the caged solution. Figure 2.16 shows a series of uncaging
proﬁles in a stream of caged ﬂuorescein for diﬀerent speeds of ﬂuid ﬂow. As the
ﬂow velocity is decreased, more molecules of ﬂuorescein are uncaged, as shown
by the increasing intensity of ﬂuorescence in the uncaged stream. At the slowest
speed shown, the uncaging approaches saturation, but the shape of the proﬁle is
broadened by diﬀusion. A speed of 0.1 µl/min was chosen as the standard speed
for other experiments since it uncages a large fraction of the sample with less diﬀu-
sion. For an experiment that required high spatial precision, we would substitute
a more powerful UV source so that we could increase the ﬂow rate to suppress
diﬀusion without sacriﬁcing the high uncaging yield.
These calibration sequences were made in a channel with the same dimensions
as those used in uncaging experiments (10 µm × 500 µm cross section.) Assuming
these dimensions, a ﬂow of 0.1 µl/min corresponds to a linear ﬂuid velocity of 30
µm/sec. The uncaging ﬁlter was a square with a side length of 1 mm, and ﬂuid in
the channel was 20 µM DMNB caged ﬂuorescein diluted in a phosphate buﬀer.
Another eﬀect we took into consideration when choosing ﬂow speed was the
eﬀect that a shear ﬂow can have on Dicty cells. As documented in [47], shear stress
on a cell increases motility. They ﬁnd a threshold wall shear stress, σ of 0.8 Pa
begins to aﬀect cells. For a 0.1 µl/min ﬂow in our channel, we create a shear stress
of 0.2 Pa, which is well below this threshold. This stress increases linearly with
ﬂow:45
Figure 2.16: A series showing a cross-section of the concentration proﬁle of uncaged
molecules in a stream of caged ﬂuorescein as the ﬂuid velocity in the channel is
decreased. The measurements were taken using a channel with a 10 µm × 500 µm
cross section. Units of ﬂow are µl/min.
σ =
6Dη
wh2 (2.1)
where D is ﬂow rate, η is the dynamic viscosity, w is the width of the channel
and h is the height. This gives an upper limit of 0.4 µl/min ﬂow rate in the 10 µm
× 500 µm channels used in our experiments for avoiding eﬀects of shear stress on
the cells.Chapter 3
Methods and Materials
3.1 Microﬂuidics and Fluid Control
All of my designs use the soft polymer photolithography technique originally de-
scribed by Xia and Whitesides [2]. This method is ideal for biological applications
since devices can be produced easily enough to justify using a new device for each
experiment, eliminating concerns of chemical or biological contamination. The end
product of the process is a design molded into PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane,) an
inert and optically transparent polymer, that can be irreversibly bonded to micro-
scope cover glass to form closed channels. Cells in this channel are imaged through
the cover glass layer, so image quality is identical to that of the previous generation
of experiments that used glass-bottom petri dishes to hold cells.
The turn-over time between a new idea for a channel and a working prototype
is often less than 24 hours and begins with rendering the design in a computer
drawing program. I used both PED and L-Edit software (2D computer aided
drafting programs available at the laboratories of the Cornell NanoScale Science
and Technology Facility) for designing devices.
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The next step is to transfer the design onto a mask, a square piece of glass
coated with a 100 nm layer of chrome. (See Fig. 3.1 for a picture of each of the
following steps.) On a blank mask, the metal is protected by a layer of photoresist,
a polymer whose solubility is altered with exposure to UV light. This mask goes
into a GCA PG3600F Optical Pattern Generator where a UV lamp moves over
the surface of the mask, burning the image of the design into the photoresist
one micron-scale ﬂash at a time. This photolithography process gives features as
small as 2 µm with a positioning accuracy of 0.5 µm. The Hamatech-Steag Mask
Processor is automated to rinse oﬀ the UV-exposed photoresist to reveal the metal
layer and then deliver a spray of chromic acid that removes the exposed regions of
the metal. Now the mask has a transparent image of the design, so the process of
exposing a layer of photoresist with this pattern can be done in one step.
This brings us to the point of making a mold for the ﬁnal channel. A silicon
wafer serves as the base for a layer of SU-8, a resist that becomes insoluble when
exposed to UV light. The SU-8 is applied in uniform thickness by the standard
method of spinning the wafer to distribute the resist over its surface, and the
thickness of the ﬁnal layer is controlled by the rotation speed and the viscosity of
the resist. SU-8 is available in a range of viscosities for making resist layers between
1 and 100 µm thick. SU-8 is heat cured to evaporate its solvent component in a
two-stage process with a short phase at 65 C followed by a longer interval at 95
C. After curing, it is exposed to UV light through the design-shaped hole in the
mask using an EV620 Contact Aligner. A post-exposure bake process cross-links
polymers in the UV-treated regions of the wafer and SU-8 on unexposed regions
is removed in a bath of SU-8 developer.
For all wafer fabrication, I followed the spin, bake and exposure protocols48
Figure 3.1: The three stages of soft photolithography shown with the resulting
product.
recommended by Microchem, the manufacturer of SU-8.
The ﬁnal step of the fabrication process is to cast the channels in PDMS from
the SU-8 master. The PDMS is mixed with a developer so that it cures to an
elastic solid. The curing time is temperature dependent, and I used an 80 C oven
for a curing time of 45 minutes. After punching holes above any inlets and outlets
to allow injection of ﬂuid, I put the PDMS channel and a slide of 1.5 coverglass
in a Harrick plasma cleaner for 60 seconds where an oxygen plasma treats their
surfaces so that they will be irreversibly bonded on contact. At this point, the
device is ready to be used in an experiment.49
For experiments in which channel dimensions are relatively large (> 200µm),
a syringe pump driven by a turning screw runs suﬃciently slowly and smoothly to
attain acceptable ﬂuid ﬂow. In these cases, I used a Harvard syringe pump running
at 0.1µl/min.
Other experiments depended on having a well-controlled ﬂow of very small
volumes of ﬂuid through the channel. For example, for a reasonable linear ﬂuid
velocity of 10−4 m/s (approximately 10 cell lengths per second) in a typical channel
with cross-sectional area of 5 × 10−10 m2 the inﬂux rate should be 50 pL/s. Since
commercial syringe pumps pulse at these slow ﬂow rates, I designed a custom
system to generate a smooth ﬂow. See Fig. 3.2 for an image of the apparatus.
Udo Schminke and his colleagues at the MPIDS machine shop are responsible for
the ﬁne machining of this piece. The pump incorporates three linear piezoelectric
motors (Inchworm motors from EXFO Burleigh Products Group) which have a
0.1 nm step size. Each of these motors can push two Hamilton Microliter syringes
for a total of six possible inﬂows at three diﬀerent speeds. A syringe is connected
directly to the channel with teﬂon tubing to minimize dead volume.
3.2 Microscopy and Photolysis
In experiments involving cell lines with single ﬂuorescent-tagged proteins, we used
an Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope equipped for epiﬂuorescence imaging. Ev-
ery ﬂuorescent molecule or protein has a signature excitation/emission proﬁle that
speciﬁes the optical system necessary for imaging. For example, when GFP ab-
sorbs 475 nm light, it reemits light at 508 nm. The simplest way to image this
ﬂuorescent protein in a cell would be to illuminate the sample with blue light and
observe it through a green ﬁlter.50
Figure 3.2: Overhead view of custom syringe pump system. The Inchworm motors
are at the right and push the linear slides to the left. Each of these slides pushes
ﬂuid from two syringes.51
The epiﬂuorescence imaging method is essentially this process with a few optical
and geometrical complications. The initial light source is a full-spectrum mercury
vapor lamp. This light is directed through a ﬁlter that only transmits light near the
optimal excitation wavelength of the ﬂuorescent sample. This excitation beam is
then directed toward the sample using a dichroic mirror with a cutoﬀ somewhere in
between the sample’s excitation and emission peaks. This mirror reﬂects exciation
light toward the sample, but allows ﬂuorescence emission to pass back through to
be observed in the eyepiece or camera port. For all GFP experiments, we used a
470/40 excitation and 525/50 emission ﬁlter.
Experiments that used caged cAMP as a stimulus required modiﬁcation of the
microscope. I replaced the standard optical port (the entrance point for epiﬂoures-
cence excitation light) with a dual port, a T-shaped connector that directs light
from two diﬀerent sources into the optical path of the microscope. The original
ﬂuorescence excitation lamp connects to the left port and a second mercury lamp
attaches on the right. The light from this lamp passes through a UV ﬁlter to iso-
late the short wavelength light needed for photolysis and then through a pinhole
ﬁlter before entering the optical path of the microscope. The result is that both a
broad, uniform beam of excitation light and a concentrated spot of uncaging light
reach the sample, so we can stimulate and observe the cell simultaneously. Fig.
3.3 is a sketch of this dual port imaging system.
For experiments that involved switching quickly between diﬀerent uncaging
spots, the simple pinhole ﬁlter was replaced with a ﬁlter wheel. Filters for these
experiments were cut from aluminum sheet using electrical discharge machining
(EDM.) The ﬁlters used for experiments described in 4.2.1 were right triangles
with legs measuring 1 and 2 mm.52
To observe intracellular proteins in double-labeled Dicty mutants, we imaged
cells on a confocal microscope with dual independent scanning lasers (Olympus
model FV1000.) One of the scanning heads controlled a 405 nm UV laser that could
be used to uncage cAMP in a user-deﬁned region. The second head performed
the standard function of ﬂuorescence excitation at appropriate wavelengths for
a given cell line. This method of uncaging has the advantage of versitility; any
arbitrary gradient can be created by simply drawing an appropriate region of UV
exposure. The drawbacks are that it is more diﬃcult to replicate identical gradients
in diﬀerent experiments and that the scanning laser takes a ﬁnite time to cover
the uncaging region. While this is not noticible for small areas, it creates a visible
pulsing if used to make a larger gradient to stimulate multiple cells.
For all cAMP photolysis experiments, I used 4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl adeno-
sine 3’,5’-cyclicmonophosphate (DMNB-caged cAMP) from Molecular Probes (Cat.
No. 1307.) While DMNB photolyses less eﬃciently than other molecular cages, it
has the advantage that there is a matching DMNB-caged ﬂuorescein (Molecular
Probes Cat. No. D309) available which makes it possible to image the uncaging
dynamics and estimate the concentration of uncaged cAMP in experiments. Both
of these molecules are photoactivated with light of ≤ 360 nm.
3.3 Biological Methods
3.3.1 Cell Culturing and Strain Maintainence
One of the advantages of working with Dicty is the ease of growing cells in a lab-
oratory environment. Cell populations will grow exponentially on a monolayer of
Klebsiella bacteria or axenically in nutrient solution. Both vegetative and sporu-53
Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the optics for simultaneous uncaging and epiﬂu-
orescent imaging of a sample. Both excitation and uncaging light are directed into
the optical path of the microscope through the dual port. The uncaged portion of
the sample emits ﬂuorescence.54
Figure 3.4: A typical arrangement of the components of the experiment.55
lated cells can be frozen for long term storage. Typically, all available storage
methods are used redundantly for each cell line in a lab to prevent loss of strains.
I worked with four diﬀerent groups over my course of study and found that each
followed similar protocols with slight variations. The following description is of
the protocols followed in the Dicty culture lab at the Max Planck Institute for
Dynamics and Self-organization. Any deviations from these procedures in experi-
ments performed at other labs will be speciﬁed where data are presented.
I used a variety of cell lines, all generously provided by the labs in which they
were engineered. Each strain collected in the MPIDS lab was initially preserved
as frozen stock. Cells were harvested from liquid culture at a density of 2 × 106
cells/ml and centrifuged to allow removal of HL-5. They were then resuspended
in a mixture of HL-5 (40%,) fetal calf serum (40%,) and dimethyl sulfoxide (20%)
at a density of 4×107 cells/ml and transfered to 500 µl aliquots. These vials were
stored at -20 C for 90 minutes and then transfered to a -80 C freezer. Cells used
in experiments were revived from this frozen stock every month to prevent the
possibility that a cell line would mutate over the course of time.
To regenerate cells from frozen stock, aliquots were thawed in a 20 C water
bath, transfered by pipette onto a sterile petri dish, and suspended in 8 ml HL-5.
After ∼10 minutes, cells would adhere to the surface of the dish and a typical cell
line would grow to form a monolayer of cells on a 10 cm dish within 5 - 7 days.
At this point, cells could be divided between several petri dishes or transfered
to shaking culture. In shaking culture, cells were maintained in the exponential
growth phase (density between 104 and 106 cells/ml) in 25 ml of HL-5 shaking at
150 rpm. HL-5 for genetically modiﬁed strains was supplemented with geneticin
(G418) in both dishes and shaking culture.56
3.3.2 Development
I used two methods for developing cells. The ﬁrst relied on the natural signaling
response of a population of cells upon starvation. A dish with a dense layer of cells
was ﬂushed with 10 ml of phosphate buﬀer ﬁve times to fully remove HL-5. Then
enough buﬀer was added to prevent the cells from drying out during development
(∼2 ml) and the dish was sealed with lab ﬁlm. The dish was stored at 22 C for
5 hours at which point cells showed the elongation and clustering that are the
earliest visible signs of chemotactic development. Cells were again rinsed with
sterile buﬀer and then gently pipetted to dislodge them from the surface of the
dish. Once they were resuspended into the buﬀer, they could be transfered into
a syringe for injection into a microﬂuid device. The advantages of this method
are the visual veriﬁcation that cells have become chemotactic and the ability to
rinse cells before transferring them to a microchannel. The disadvantage is that
since devolopment relies on cell-cell signaling, it will vary with cell density and
uniformity in development between diﬀerent populations is diﬃcult to control.
The second method uses periodic stimulation with external cAMP to force the
development of the cells. Cells were harvested from shaking culture at a density of
2×106 and centrifuged at 1100 rpm for 2 minutes to concentrate them into a loose
pellet. HL-5 was replaced with phosphate buﬀer and cells were resuspended in the
buﬀer with a pipette. This step was repeated three times to ensure that all HL-5
nutrients had been removed. Cells sat on the shaker in buﬀer for an hour before
the introduction of cAMP. After an hour, cAMP was dropped into the buﬀer every
6 minutes such that the total concentration of cAMP in the solution rose to 50
nM. The timing and volume of these pulses was controlled by a peristaltic pump
and a programable lab timer. The advantage of the method is repeatability, but57
I noted that diﬀerent populations of cells did not always respond identically to
this identical stimulus, so the precision of cAMP exposure may give a false sense
of security. A second problem was that when cells reached a stage of chemotactic
development they also began making adhesion proteins which, when combined
with shaking, would result in the formation of large clumps of cells which would
clog cell-trapping channels. Ironically, these clumps were actually an advantage in
larger channels. After 20 - 30 minutes in a wide channel with a slow ﬂow of buﬀer,
these cells would begin to adhere to the surface and disperse, so a channel which
was initially ﬁlled with cell clumps would eventually have regions with high cell
density separated by nearly empty areas which were ideal places to situate the UV
uncaging beam.Chapter 4
Data Analysis and Results
4.1 Single Cell Experiments
4.1.1 Test of the “First Hit” Model
The initial focus of my research was to test a model of directional sensing proposed
by Rappel et al. [46]. The model was based on the premise that a cell in a gradient
responded to the higher concentration of cAMP on its uphill side by producing a
chemical messenger that would diﬀuse rapidly to the back of the cell and inhibit
membrane response there. The paper suggested testing this theory by exposing a
cell to a gradient that switched direction after a short (< 0.5 s) time delay. The
prediction was that for delays of < 0.5 s, the cell would respond to a switching
stimulus with a corresponding shift in PH-domain protein concentration. After 0.5
s in the ﬁrst gradient, the back of the cell would become suﬃciently inhibited to
prevent any PH-domain translocation in response to the second gradient.
A previous experiment using two micropipettes to stimulate cells [19] had al-
ready challenged this theory. The experiment introduced a pipette tip on either
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side of the cell and varied their relative concentration of cAMP. PH domain pro-
teins collected at the membrane on the side where the concentration was higher
and adapted as the relative concentrations shifted. While this suggested that the
back of the cell did not become inhibited during exposure to the initial gradient,
the gradient changed relatively slowly, with the full process happening over 180
seconds.
To rule out inhibition at the back of the cell on the shorter time scale, I uncaged
a stream of cAMP on one side of the cell and within a few seconds moved the
stream of uncaged cAMP directly over the cell so that the stimulus changed from
a steep gradient to a uniform jump in concentration in < 1 s. If the exposure
to the initial gradient inhibited membrane receptors at the back of the cell after
0.5 seconds in the gradient, we would not expect to see a uniform translocation of
PH domain protein to the membrane in response to the global stimulus. However,
the experiment clearly showed that response of the cells to a global stimulus after
exposure to a gradient was essentially identical to the response of naive cells. Fig.
4.1 shows snapshots from a typical experimental sequence. In the ﬁrst frame, two
cells are initially exposed to the cAMP gradient, mixed with caged ﬂuorescein for
visibility. After ∼ 8 s, cells move directly into the stream of cAMP. Global response
is especially clear on the cell to the left.
Fig. 4.2 shows the similarity between one of these cells and a naive cell in
response to a global increase in cAMP. Fluorescent intensity is plotted along a line
down the middle of each cell, and both cells show the characteristic symmetric
proﬁle of a uniform translocation of phdA:GFP to the membrane.
Further experiments of this type conﬁrmed that the downhill side of a cell
initially exposed to a gradient for several seconds (a time longer than the inhibition60
Figure 4.1: A time series of two cells exposed to a steep gradient of cAMP and
then a global jump in concentration. In spite of initial exposure to the gradient,
PH-domain translocation to the back of the cell is clearly visible. Cells were
pulse-developed for 5 hours before beginning the experiment. I used an inverted
ﬂuorescence microscope with a dual port adaptor for photolysis and imaging and
the cells have a phdA:GFP label.61
Figure 4.2: Comparison of ﬂuorescence proﬁles of two cells exposed to a global
increase in cAMP. The curves plot ﬂuorescent intensity along a line bisecting the
cell, so the two peaks on either side indicate that CRAC:GFP is concentrated
isotropically at the membrane. Note that the proﬁles have the same shape even
though one cell was initially exposed to a cAMP gradient.62
threshold predicted by the model) would still show a rapid jump in PH domain
concentration when exposed to a higher concentration of cAMP. I moved on to
a study of the changing distribution of PH domain proteins in cells exposed to
gradients that switched direction on a time scale of 10 - 20 seconds, after the cell
began moving in the direction of the initial stimulus.
4.1.2 Switching Gradients
Following the technique described in 2.3, I exposed cells developed for 5 hours
using the external cAMP pulsing method to a moving source of cAMP. Fig. 4.3
shows how a cell responds to this changing stimulus by extending pseudopods on
its uphill side. The location of cAMP was switched whenever the cell began to
respond to the stimulus, which took approximately 20 seconds. The cell line in this
experiment is a phdA:GFP mutant, so it it interesting to note that the pseudopods
form without any visual translocation of phdA to the uphill side of the cell. In
later experiments, cells that did show a strong translocation did not change their
direction of motion as readily as other cells when the direction of the gradient
changed.
I followed the above procedure with small modiﬁcations in over 50 trials. While
cells showed interesting responses to this type of stimulus, there did not appear to
be any emerging characteristic behavior. In some cases, cells would rearrange their
polarization with a correlated shift in PH domain protein concentration. In others,
cells would make a U-turn without ever showing any non-uniform distribution of
PH domains. Figs. 4.5 and 4.4 show two of these examples. These are ﬂuorescence
images of phdA:GFP cells developed with the pulsing method for 5 hours before
introduction into a 500 µm by 10 µm channel. The cells are exposed to a stream63
Figure 4.3: A time series of the response of a cell to a switching source of cAMP.
In each image, a mixture of caged ﬂuorescein and caged cAMP is ﬂowing from
right to left and passes through a UV uncaging spot (not shown) before reaching
the cell. By adjusting the position of the microscope stage, the cell is moved
from one side of the stream to the other. After each switch (marked in the time
series with a white asterisk,) the cell adapts to the new stimulus by extending a
pseudopod toward the stream of activated cAMP. The delay between switching is
∼ 20 seconds. The dark spot in the stream of cAMP is an artifact left by a cell
not visible in this sequence and does not aﬀect the experiment.64
of uncaged cAMP on one side, moved directly into the stream for 10 seconds,
and then moved again to the opposite side of the stream. This sequence was
designed to test both the cell response to the changing direction of the stimulus
as well as whether the exposure to a high, uniform concentration of cAMP would
reset the cell’s polarization. Fig. 4.4 demonstrates that some cells are capable of
maintaining an established polarization in spite of this global stimulus.
In some experiments, I could apply the same stimulus to pairs or small groups of
cells that had settled near each other in the channel. Even in these cases, when the
experimental conditions were as similar as possible, cells did not always display the
same response. Fig. 4.7 shows a pair of cells that use opposite turning mechanisms.
The cell to the left changes polarization while the cell to the right makes a u-turn.
Fig. 4.6 is an image sequence of a pair of cells that showed remarkably similar
behavior. Throughout the sequence, they have the same pattern of PH domain
localization and pseudopod formation.65
Figure 4.4: A phdA:GFP cell maintains polarization as it responds to a changing
cAMP stimulus. An asterisk in a frame indicates that the cell was just manually
repositioned in relation to the stream of cAMP (mixed with ﬂuorescein.) The
channel used in the experiment had a cross section of 10µm by 500µm, and the
ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, corresponding to a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec. For
this sequence, timing of image collection was not automated, but time between
frames is ∼ 10 s.66
I also experimented with using a confocal microscope to observe dynamics of
proteins in double-labeled mutant cell lines. The confocal microscope we use has
two independent scanning heads, so it can uncage the cAMP with a UV laser while
using the other laser to scan images of the cells in both red and green wavelengths.
Fig. 4.8 shows a time sequence of two cells (LimE:RFP, CRAC:GFP) changing
their direction of motion after they are moved from above to below a stream of
uncaged cAMP. The cAMP is mixed with caged ﬂuorescein for visibility.
Fig. 4.9 shows a close up of the cells after the begin to turn in response to the
new stimulus. This image shows only the red wavelength to identify LimE:RFP,
a protein associated with actin polymerization. Note the high concentration of
this protein at the tip of the cell at it turns toward the source of cAMP. The
CRAC:GFP did not appear to be concentrated in the same area in this sequence.
While each of these experiments yielded novel information about the possible
cell responses to changing gradients, the responses were so diverse that they were
diﬃcult to catalogue. This suggested the necessity for experiments in which every
aspect of the gradient stimulus was controlled so that possible inﬂuential variables
could be independently tested.
4.2 Statistical Approach
4.2.1 Data Collection
The range of responses to changing stimulus in the single cell experiments suggested
that any study of how PH-domain proteins inﬂuence cells’ response to switching
stimulus should include enough data to ensure a proper statistical sampling of all
possible responses. Also, experiments would be better understood if we ﬁrst estab-67
Figure 4.5: This cell reverses its polarization in a switching cAMP stimulus. Caged
ﬂuorescein was not used to indicate regions of activated cAMP in this sequece to
allow better imaging of phdA:GFP dynamics, but the experimental conditions are
otherwise identical to those of Fig. 4.4 and the uncaging spot is shown as a point
of reference. An asterisk in a frame indicates that the cell was just manually repo-
sitioned in relation to the stream of cAMP. The channel used in the experiment
had a cross section of 10µm by 500µm, and the ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, cor-
responding to a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec. Timing of image collection was not
automated, but time between frames is ∼ 10 s.68
Figure 4.6: Two cells show a nearly identical response to a switching gradient.
When they are moved from below to above the cAMP stream (in the frame marked
with an asterisk) they show a localization of phdA:GFP to the new uphill side
followed by psuedopod formation. In this experiment, the cells were not exposed
to a high global cAMP stimulus in between the change in the gradient, so the
switch from one side of the gradient to the other happens in a single frame. The
channel used in the experiment had a cross section of 10µm by 500µm, and the
ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, corresponding to a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec. Timing
of image collection was not automated, but time between frames is ∼ 5 s.69
Figure 4.7: In this two-cell experiment, the cells exhibit diﬀerent turning mecha-
nisms in response to a changing gradient. The cell to the left repolarizes while the
cell to the right makes a u-turn. The channel used in the experiment had a cross
section of 10µm by 500µm, and the ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, corresponding to
a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec. The frames marked with an asterisk show when
cells were manually repositioned relative to the stream of cAMP. Timing of image
collection was not automated, but time between frames is ∼ 5 s.70
Figure 4.8: Confocal images of cells responding to a switching stream of cAMP.
These cells are double-labeled LimE:RFP, CRAC:GFP mutants. Uncaging is con-
trolled with the UV scanning laser of the confocal microscope. The cells are moved
from above to below the stream between the third and fourth frames. The white
circle marks two cells as they shift position. Time between images is ∼10 seconds.
The channel used in the experiment had a cross section of 10µm by 500µm, and
the ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, corresponding to a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec.71
Figure 4.9: A closer image of the circled cells from Fig. 4.8 as they begin responding
to the new location of cAMP. This image occurs at the end of the sequence shown
in 4.8 and is a frame not shown in that montage. LimE:RFP becomes concentrated
on the uphill ends of the cells as they initiate a U-turn toward the stream of cAMP.72
lished a general overview of cell responses in a phase space deﬁned by development
time, steepness of gradient, and time exposure to gradient. This way, phenomena
observed in single-cell experiments using various GFP mutants could be compared
to statistically predicted behavior rather than interpreted out of context. However,
building up this kind of information from sets of single-cell experiments would be
prohibitively time consuming and would introduce the danger of biasing the data
set toward cells that show a more dramatic response to the stimulus. A better
alternative is to ﬁrst establish a broad overview of typical cell behavior by observ-
ing a large number of cells in a single experiment and then use it as a frame of
reference for single-cell experiments.
For example, imagine that we naively choose some parameters for an experi-
ment to be conducted on a small number of GFP-tagged single cells - say a 10
minute exposure to a shallow gradient followed by a 10 second exposure to a steep
gradient in the other direction - and observe a dramatic translocation of CRAC
that appears correlated to a change in morphology. If we refer to our statistical
information and ﬁnd that 90% of wild-type cells showed a similar morphological
change under the same conditions, we could establish that this particular GFP
mutant is demonstrating typical rather than anomalous behavior. In this way, in-
formation from single-cell experiments that are diﬃcult to perform could be used to
make generalizations about the signaling pathway without concern for bias toward
“successful” trials of the experiment.
Alternately, a database of statistical cell responses over a broad range of exper-
imental conditions could reveal particularly interesting regions of phase space for
conducting single-cell experiments. For example, if we see a dramatic change in
cell response while systematically increasing the steepness of the initial gradient,73
we could then observe cell lines with diﬀerent GFP-tagged polarization proteins
around the region of interest to see which of them might be responsible for the
transition.
To begin the task of establishing this base knowledge, we designed an exper-
iment in which we could vary the development time, exposure to initial gradient
and strength of either gradient independently, as outlined below.
1. Develop cells for d hours
2. Inject cells into microﬂuid channel, allowing 30 minutes for adhesion
3. Expose cells to initial gradient with magnitude g1 for time t1
4. Switch to an inverted gradient with magnitude g2 for time t2
Fig. 4.10 shows a series of images from a typical experiment of this type. Cells
are in a 10 µm high channel with caged cAMP ﬂowing from left to right. We
control gradients using the ﬁlter-wheel uncaging method described in section 2.3.
After 5 minutes of random movement, we open the shutter for the uncaging lamp
to create a gradient perpendicular to the channel. After 5 more minutes, we change
uncaging ﬁlters to invert the gradient.
We collected data sets for d = 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0 hours
4.2.2 Analysis of Switching Gradient Data
Since our primary interest in these experiments was observing how cells turned in a
switching gradient, we initially expected to characterize the behavior of cells in any
experiment by simply counting the number of cells that maintained polarization
and the number that inverted front and back. However, when testing this method74
Figure 4.10: Cells navigate a switching gradient. Fluid ﬂow is from left to right.
The black arrows indicate the frame in which UV uncaging of the cAMP gradient
begins. The triangle of uncaging light is faintly visible upstream from the cells.
The channel used in the experiment had a cross section of 10µm by 500µm, and
the ﬂow speed was 0.1 µl/min, corresponding to a linear velocity of 30 µm/sec.
Time stamps indicate min:sec.75
with double blind analysis of a data set by three diﬀerent researchers, we found
that an unacceptably large number of cells were catagorized diﬀerently by at least
two people. The problem appeared to be that while some cells made very distinct
U-turns, and others obviously repolarized, many cells did something in between.
We considered the possibility of designing an image processing algorithm that
would try to make an unbiased distinction between diﬀerent cell behaviors, but
the data is diﬃcult to process because cells regularly touch, temporarily adhere, or
move over each other in three dimensions, preventing use of a standard algorithm
based on edge detection to identify and track cells. Furthermore, a simple cell-
tracking program would not necessarily determine how a cell changed its direction;
an algorithm would also have to analyze the shape of the cell and formation of
new pseudopods. Since each of these tasks are quite nicely handled by the human
optical system, we decided to design an analysis method in which a human operator
could make a quantitative measurement to characterize cell behavior.
The measurement we chose is based on the observation that orientation to the
gradient evolves diﬀerently for a U-turning cell than for one that repolarizes. Fig.
4.11 shows a time-lapse sequence of two cells that typify these extremes of cell
response to a gradient that initially points downward (relative to the image) and
then switches to upward. The cell at the bottom of the frame makes a clear U-turn
while the one above simply swaps front for back and begins heading back to the top
of the frame without turning around. Fig. 4.12 is the corresponding record of the
angle between a vector drawn along the axis of the cell in the direction of its motion
and a vector pointing along the gradient. The simultaneous discontinuous jump
in angle is an artifact of the instantaneous shift in the direction of the gradient.
Note that after the gradient inversion, the angle of the cell that repolarizes drops76
discontinuously after several frames while the angle for the turning cell makes a
slower continuous transition.
To use this measurement to characterize the behavior of a large number of
cells, we could look at the distribution of angles as the cells respond to gradient
inversion. If a large percentage of cells repolarize, we would expect to see a sharp
increase in the number of cells at small angles shortly after the switch.
We used this method of analysis to compare data from a d = 3.5 hour experi-
ment to one with d = 5 hours. The cell response in these two populations appears
quite diﬀerent to the eye (compare the images in Fig. 4.13,) and we wanted to
determine whether the diﬀerence would be captured in this quantitative measure.
After identifying the frame in which the gradient switched direction, we selected
images in 10 frame (50 seconds in real time) intervals, beginning 5 frames (25 sec-
onds) before the switch. For each of these frames, we measured the angle of every
cell visible in the image to the gradient using the angle calculating function in the
image processing software package ImageJ. The front of the cell was deﬁned by
the cell’s motion in frames leading up to the measured frame. To determine the
orientation of a cell, we deﬁned a vector from a point at the membrane boundary
of the back of a cell to an opposite point at the front and calculated its angle to the
gradient vector. Since cells are amorphous bodies rather than geometrical objects,
the measurement is only accurate to an error of ± 4 degrees (as determined by
multiple measurement trials of a cell.) We then took the list of measured angles
for each frame and plotted a histogram with 10 degree binning.
Fig. 4.14 shows these distributions for the two populations at the time in the
experiment when they diﬀer the most. The frame in which the gradient is inverted
is deﬁned as t= 0, so here at t = 75 s, each population of cells spent 5 minutes77
Figure 4.11: Time-lapse sequence of two cells that demostrate the diﬀerence be-
tween maintaining and switching polarization. In each image, caged cAMP is ﬂow-
ing from left to right and the perpendicular arrows indicate the changing uncaged
gradient. The sequence progresses from top left to bottom right. The lower cell
clearly maintains polarization and makes a broad U-turn while the cell above swaps
front for back. This sequence comes from an experiment with a shorter switching
time than Fig. 4.10, and time between frames is 25s.78
Figure 4.12: Time evolution of orientation in a switching gradient for two cells.
The cell that maintains polarization makes a broad, continuous decline back to
alignment with the gradient while the cell that swaps front for back makes a
discontinous jump.79
Figure 4.13: Frames from the two data sets summarized by Fig. 4.14. Note the
elongation in cells developed for 5 hours shown in the lower image.80
in a downward gradient followed by 75 s in an upward gradient. The distribution
for the d = 3.5 experiment shows the peak in small angles that we attribute to a
tendency toward repolarization in the population.
Fig. 4.15 is a depiction of the full experiment. The upper chart (a) is the
d = 3.5 h population and the lower (b) corresponds to 5 hours of development.
Each row of boxes corresponds to a histogram of the angle distribution like the one
shown in Fig. 4.14. The x-axis is the same binning of angles as the histograms. A
black box means that no cells had that particular orientation to the gradient, and
a white box indicates the bin with the largest cell count, so the gray scale of a bin
gives an idea of the relative number of cells at a particular angle. Time increases
along the y-axis in 50 s increments, and the gradient changes direction between
the ﬁrst and second rows. The row of boxes corresponding to the frame 75 s after
the gradient switch (shown as a full histogram in Fig. 4.14 is circled in white.
These summary plots show how for either development time, the bulk of the
cell population moves at a small angle to the initial gradient. In the second row
(25 s after the gradient switch) most cells are at large angles to the gradient, still
headed in their original direction. By the end of the sequence, both populations of
cells have changed their direction of motion so that they are now at small angles
to the new upward gradient. A shorter development time did not seem to prevent
cells properly orienting and reorienting.81
Figure 4.14: Comparison of cell orientations in a switching gradient for d = 3.5
hours (a) and d = 5 hours (b) 75 seconds after a switch in the direction of gradient
stimulus. Note the larger peak of cells at small angles for the cells developed 3.5
hours. Total population for each experiment is 28 cells for (a) and 30 cells for (b.)82
Figure 4.15: A full summary of the angle distribution of cells devoloped for 3.5
hours (a) or 5 hours (b) and exposed to a switching gradient of cAMP. Each row of
the chart shows the angle distribution of the population at a point in time. Time
increases along the y-axis in increments of 50 s. The gradient switched at 75 s
which would be between the ﬁrst and second rows in the plot. A lighter box means
a higher concentration of cells, with a white box corresponding to 7 cells in (a)
and 5 cells in (b.) A black box indicates that the bin contains 0 cells. For clarity,
the row that corresponds to the histograms shown in Fig. 4.14 is circled in white.Chapter 5
Summary and Discussion
5.1 Advances in Understanding Chemotaxis
We began this study of chemotaxis by establishing that the cell membrane did not
become inhibited in the back of a cell exposed to a gradient. After verifying that
PH-domain proteins would continue to change concentration in the cell in response
to membrane activity, we investigated their role in cell response to changes in
a cAMP gradient. These experiments revealed the broad range of possible cell
behaviors to identical stimulus rather than exposing any particular characteristic
response.
The variety in the data from these single-cell turning experiments suggested
the utility of establishing a statistical record of the responses of large populations
of cells to a switching gradient. We deﬁned three parameters likely to inﬂuence
turning behavior: development time, gradient steepness and exposure time. While
a full exploration of all of these parameters is beyond the scope of this thesis,
we presented initial results from a study of cells developed for diﬀerent lengths of
time. Analysis of orientation to a switching gradient in cells pulsed with cAMP at
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6 minute intervals for either 3.5 hours or 5 hours showed that the cells developed
for a shorter time were more likely to change their polarization. However, the
diﬀerent development times did not seem to change the overall ability of a cell
population to properly orient in a changing gradient. This brings into question the
utility of polarization in the chemotaxis process.
We are now poised to make rigorous studies of the intracellular dynamics in-
volved in directional sensing and polarization, based on a thorough investigation
of the statistical behavior of large numbers of cells followed by close observation
of intracellular dynamics of signaling proteins in single cell experiments under the
same conditions. We have also streamlined a well-controlled, repeatable method
for creating spatiotemporal concentration proﬁles so that these experiments can
be performed accurately and eﬃciently.
5.2 Implications for Biotechnology
In the course of ﬁnding means to execute specialized experiments in Dicty chemo-
taxis, we have developed techniques that could easily be adapted to a wide range
of application. The method of ﬁxing cells mechanically in microﬂuidic pores would
be a good ﬁrst step in any experiment involving stimulus of the membrane at a
subcellular scale. With the proper adjustment of channel dimensions to the cell,
it could be suspended between two streams of diﬀerent ﬂuid without crossﬂow.
Even more versatile is the innovation of activating caged compounds in a ﬂuid
ﬂow. Having devoted many hours to dreaming up microﬂuidic channels for biologi-
cal experiments (and many more hours attempting to make them work,) I adopted
the philosophy that the best device is not the one involving the fanciest techniques
and most complicated design, but the one that is stripped down to the bare min-85
imum of complexity. Flow photolysis certainly meets that requirement. It uses a
channel simple enough to make with an overhead transparency, a tabletop wafer
spinner and a UV lamp. Any microscope equipped for ﬂuorescence imaging could
be adapted to incorporate a second UV source for uncaging, and a wide variety of
caged biomolecules are already commercially available.
While we explored several possible applications of this method in detail, the
strength of the method is that it generates arbitrary spatiotemporal patterns. We
could expose a cell to any series of concentration proﬁles needed to test a model
or constrain a parameter with a few simple changes in the control software of
the microscope and dimensions of the UV beam ﬁlters. The method is also high
throughput; since the gradient only ﬂows downstream of the UV spot, we can
begin by observing cells at the end of the channel and move back toward the inlet,
with each shift of the microscope stage exposing a new region of naive cells ready
for experimentation.
In summary, this method is simple, ﬂexible and eﬃcient - qualities that are
prerequisite for any experiment that hopes to shed light on the complexity of in
vivo biology.Bibliography
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